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New Office in Haverhill, Suffolk
We are pleased to announce that we have opened up a new office in Haverhill, 

Suffolk. 

The office is located in Chauntry Mills on the High Street, in an old mill building that 

dates back to 1784. 

See where we are on this link:

JBA New Office, Streetview
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Wanquang Beijing China

A leading private developer in China has commissioned JBA to produce a master 

plan for two adjacent sites in the Wanquang area, Northwest of central Beijing. The 

sites total 30 acres and are part of a new urban area being created to accommodate 

the ever increasing demand for residential accommodation in the Eastern regions. 

Watch a video by clicking on the image above. 

Cyber Essentials Certificated 
We recently received certification from Cyber Essentials, keeping information and 

Clients protected.
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Architects will be working on the tender package and liaise with potential Contractors. 

"Sustainable buildings aren’t 
simply about being seen to be 
green"

Want to read more of Andy's thoughts on this topic? Please click 

on the button below to be redirected to the Environment Journal 

article. 

Environmental Journal

Permitted Development: Office-to-Residential 
Taking advantage of the recent changes in legislation of the Permitted Developments, now including the 

conversion of office spaces to residential, our Client contacted Jordan+Bateman Architects to help 

delivering their vision of delivering a high-standard, mixed use development from an existing office 

building envelope. Our task reflects the Client’s willingness to leave a positive legacy to the area trough 

good space standards, varied dwellings’ sizes and private amenity spaces. 
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